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Prior to Europenn contact, Alaska’s aboriginal populations had 

achieved function:11 adaptations to their respective environments that 

were central to economic, social, and valuative systems of these various 

groups. The economic practices of such hunter/gatherer/fishers are 

commonly referred to as “subsistence” by researchers today. “Subsist- 

ence” in this context refers to an often vaguely defined complex of 

behaviors distinct from “cash economies ,‘I “market economies, ‘I and 

“wage labor” ; however, to Alaska policy makers, “subsistence” is per- 

ceived to be “primitive ,‘I nonmodcrn, a dying lifestyle, anachronistic, a 

welfare system, applicable only to basic sustenance, incompatible with 

market systems, inefficient , etc. Such perceptions of “subsistence” 

have been intrinsic to public policy from the earliest periods of 

goverrxulcc. Policy making and policy-derived decisions regarding land 

and sea control, resource utilization, 
c:-. 

economic development, ,?id other 

sphcrcs of influence on Alaskans rural populations have reflected such 

perceptions. 

This paper will asplore processes by which these perceptions have 

given rise to public policy govcl*ning the subsistence patterns of com- 

mullities in rural Alaska. In addition , this paper will suggest that a 

more research-based understanding of subsistence systems as being 

relatively self-cont:linetl , independent of imported energy, labor inten- 

sive , socioculturally consistent, dcsigncd for relatively immediate con- 

sump t ion , compatible with extorrld marlict systems, and adaptive in the 



modern setting, should have provided more appropriate direction to 

public policy. The role of the researcher in policy formation will also 

be examined. 

The natural physical environment in Alaska is populated by large 

aggregations of wildlife which occur for very short periods in any one 

locale. While these large aggregations, whether of fish, mammals, or 

waterfowl , appear immense by any measure, their density is very low 

compared to the size of the land mass and length of shoreline and 

rivers in Alaska. Nonetheless, the Indians, Aleuts and Eskimos of 

Alaska have relied on these renewable resources successfully for 

thousands of years and developed functional and successful adaptations 

to this reliance. As a consequence, some of these resources may be 

considered to have been fully committed to, if not fully utilized by, the 

material economy underlying these indigenous societies. 

The State of Alaska is a political entity created 20 years ago; pre- 

viously it was a territory of the United States. From the outset of 

Euroamerican contact with the lands and waters of Alaska, Alaska was 

used as a frontier, a colony containing vast amounts of renewable and 

nonrenewable resources . Its V3Sf spaces were considered, from an 

ethnocentric and colonial perspective, to be empty, its resources under- 

utilized, and impervious to damage. This colonial, extractive perspec- 

tive ovcrlookccl, essentially, t!ie rights ilnd needs of A~CI.S~IJ’S Native 

people, whose claims to lands and resources remained unaddressed by 

fcdcral ilfltl state ilUthOYitiCs; up011 the discovery of the huge oil field 

in Prudhoc nay, the United States accelerated the passage of Native 

land claims set tlcment , ending a potenti: challenge to the extraction 

and transportntion of oil. “Land claims” is somewhat misleading since 
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neither party to the settlement was interested in land per se. The -- 

purchasing party was interested primarily in obtaining clear title to ex- 

tract resources from the land, not settle on the land; the compensated 

party was relincluishin~ rights to the r~?wards of that extraction but did 

not intend to relinquish rights to the wild resources which inhabited or 

traversed all the lands. While a provision in the Settlement Act extin- 

guished aborigillnl hunting and fishing rights, it did not exclude con- 

tinuing economic access to or priority use over these wild resources. 

Language in the land claims settlement act itself and in the state 

constitution strongly suggested that it was the responsibility of the 

state to allocate the severance of these common property resources, 

subject to preferences among beneficial uses of these resources. No 

mention is made in the constitution of legal protection of either cxktnt 

traditional economies or Native peoples. 

Prior to l!XS, state fish and game regulatory boards regarded 

subsistence as all those uses of the wild rcsourccs of the st;lte which 

were not identified as either recreational or commercial forms of 

severance or consumption, Subsistence use was most commonly thought 

of as the individual taking of fish and game by an unemployed, 

probably irnpoverisiled person living ill a rural area of the state. Sub- 

sistence living W:IS vicwcd as an unfortunate way of life, happily dyil:: 

out as modernization proceeded. In fact, members of the fish and game 

regulatory boclrds have suggested that one function of the bozn3s is to 

modernize rurnl residents, even if these residents had no ambition to be 

nlodcrnizcil. Mnny bor~rd members cannot conceive why rural residents 

would prefer harvesting crabs by fishing with lines through the ice, 

when they could be commercially profiting by owning and operating 
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sizeable crab-f.ishing vessels, or why they should harvest salmon for 

personal consumption when they could be operating lodges catering to 

sport fishermen pursuing these snmc salmon. 

By 1978, there were a grc:lt number of regulations whicll severely 

limited, in the law if not in reality, the ability of rural pebplc to con- 

tinue to take resources as they had in the past. These limitations were 

justified either on the grounds of biological necessity, management con- 

venience, or increasing demands for the resources from other user 

groups . Not surprisingly, these limitations reflected power relation- 

ships not only among the competing economic interests but the political 

constituency supporting these interests. In essence, prior to 1978, 

regulations had been implemented which masked the usurpation by new 

user groups or industries of already committed resources. 

In 1978, the rural legislative representatives in state government, 

assisted by a number of external pressures, succeeded in ensuring the 

p:\ss:1c;c of tlll~ stdtc~ subsistctlc:c l:lw wllich cstablishcti subsistcncc use 

as the priority use of fish ancl game resources. While the language of 

the law appccirs fairly clear and straightforward, its beneficiaries were 

left unidentified, creating a problem for administrative agencies to 

solve. The law also mandated the creation of a new (and the only) 

socio-economic research arm within fish and game management ; the t;tsk 

of this organization (of which the author of this paper was a principal 

member) was to invcstigntc wit1 report on all aspects of the role of sub- 

sistencc in the lives of residents of the state. This was an extraordi- 

narily difficult task given the lack of data and the complexity and 

range of subsistence economies and activities. It was my assumption 

(perceived now with hindsight to bc quite romantically naive) that the 
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provision of information and explanation of subsistence economics and 

local resource requirements would be all that would be necessary to 

implement the new law. This innocence resulted from inadequate atten- 

tion being paid to the ori,gins of the conflict in the socio-economic 

history of the state as well as optimism based on the passage of a sig- 

nificant legislative act against powerful political opposition. It was not 

clear, during the infancy of the research arm, that the law ran counter 

to the major colonizing forces and ethnic attitudes within the state. 

Three years later, the history of implementation of the law had 

recorded a series of very poor regulatory attempts, the most critical of 

which were reversed by the courts, and all favorable to the requests 

br subsistence users. In essence, the courts told the regulatory 

boards that they must not only take action to implement the law but 

that they must also take reasonable and immediate action. These court 

decisions, in turn, led to statements and actions by the boards and 

members of other user groups to pursue outright repeal of the law, 

either through legislative action or a vote by the electorate. These 

actions are occurring even as I am talking to you today. 

What was difficult to understand was why is the subsistence 

priority, and even subsistence USC, so consistently misunderstood, de- 

valued, and opposed? IIad the law been used as a legal vehicle to . 

estcnd the cl;li:n by -- subsistaxe users over more or other rcsourccs, 

the conflict would h:~c been understandable; but this did not occur. 

Rural people, ill the main, requested removal of existing regulrltions 

which ran counter to basic economic requirements of their hunting and 

fishing efforts or which had no biological basis. In order for many 

rural people’ to maintain themselves and their communities, they had 
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been compelled to ignore and thus violate many of the existing regula- 

tions. They were not asking for more resources but to be freed of the 

legal liability they ran when engaging in their normal economic pursuits. 

Thus, while researchers could understand the interpenetration of 

subsistence and market economics and map the adaptations made in this 

interaction, the rural people considered the state management of 

resources on which they depended to be less and less relevant, thus 

insulating themselves from regulations. On the other hand, the boards 

viewed rural economic systems as basically welfare systems, supported 

by cash subsidies and special access to common property resources. In 
. 

order to qualify for this special access, persons should be close to 

starvation. If this food problem were to be a chronic problem, the 

boards would prefer that rural people commercialize their USC of 

resources and acccfl the costs and benefits of inevitable modernization. 

Since most the board members have a vested personal interest in the 

commercial utilization of rcsourccs, this viewpoint is understandable. 

I What was ;llso not undcrstandnblc was why subsistence hunting and 

fishing (along with a myriad of other subsistence activities) were not 

perceived as an important and legitimate economic system that had been 

and continues to bc a bulwark against both worldwide inflation and 

boom-bust cycles in the Alaskan economy and that provides a sense of 

security , autonomy , and self-sufficiency to these populations. If, in 

Alaska as in other places in the world, many economic and energy solu- 

tions of the future are likely to rcsemblc solutions of the past, we 

would have expcctcd appreciation of local rural solutions. However, the 

view of XlilSk~I AS ill1 unexploited treasure house does not yet recognize 

the issue of scarcity in the near future. 
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There is no doubt that the subsistence law redefined the balance 

among competing economics -- subsistence, commercial, and recrcation- 

commercial. To successfully man;lgc with subsistence as the priority, it 

is clear that managers must control not other users, but other econo- 

mies or economic enterprises. In order to implement this law, the 

regulatory boards would have to first calculate the economic rcquire- 

ments for resources of rural people to determine what, if any, reduc- 

tions in opportunity need to be made for other users. Thus, it is 

expected that regulatory boards would have the singularly difficult task 

of recognizing and measuring the conflicting economic stakes in resource 

harvest by different groups and allocate according to legislated 

priority. 

It must be noted here, parenthetically, that the allocation of re- 

sources among consumers is an essentially minor task in real economic 

terms when compared with the economic decisions which need to be made 

if there are to be resources which can be harvested and consumed; that 

is, the pace of habitat alteration in previously undisturbed wild lands 

and waters is proceeding far greater than the ability and desire of con- 

sumers to harvest. If wild resources are to be maintained and harvest- 

able surpluses uclGeved for x consumer, economic decisions will have 

to be made which disallow continued high rates of mining, timbering, 

agriculture, and so on. This will surely pit the extractivc, export, 

mnrke t , cash-generating economy against the subsistence economy. 

What is of main interest here is why the public deb;lte over sub- 

sistence tlocs not occur in the arena of economics, but instead occurs 

with grczt fervor and invective in social, cultural and racial bifurca- 

tions. For esnmplc, various disputants claim the subsistence issue is 
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really one of urban versus rural interests, cities vying with villages for 

local resources. Others claim that the issue is primacy of culture, that 

longer-term residents (such as Natives) have a greater cultural need 

than newer residents (such as whites). Still others claim that it is a 

straightforward racial conflict, Natives ;igainst whites. And, finally, 

there is the debate of modern versus traditional perspectives and 

values. 

The issue is always couched in terms of power, the power to 

control the harvest of wild resources or the direct power to take them. 

By removing the issue from the arena of competitive economics 

(obviously an arena where conflicting power needs can be explicated 

and analyzed) to urban versus rural, Native versus white terms, raw 

political power in terms of the size of the different electorates can be 

engaged. Since the urban and/or white electorate is roughly three 

times that of the village and/or Native populatioq, the outcome of the 

issue is not really in question. It is not that the vital economic 

interests of the urban electorate are directly at stake; however, urban 

knowledge of rural concerns, as that knowledge is provided by the 

urban media, is negligible. Thus, the conflict is between vocal minori- 

ties with vested ecoilomic interests struggling for the support of the 

esscntiitily disinterested, poorly informed majority. 

YJcre the subsistcncc issue couched in terms of the critical 

economic interests of one group pitted against the critic31 economic 

interests of znothcr, the hcnt generated by the debate would seem ap- 

propri:tte. Iio:vevcr, in Al;tska, significant economic interests are 

seldom engagc’d in the alloc;ltion of resources for subsistence users. 

Currently, very loc:llizecl conflicts occur between subsistence users and 
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recreational hunters and fishermen; in reality, this conflict is between 

subsistence users and the industry derived from recreational use (e.g., 

lodges, guides, outfitters, taxidermists). It is clear, however, that 

commercial fishing interests, in order to increase their access to still- 

undepleted fish stocks, may be tempted to stem the growth and even 

remove the current protections of subsistence USC of these resources. 

In addition, by making commercial fishermen of subsistence fishermen, 

special access to or commitment of these resources is forestalled. 

However, the struggle for real economic eain and power is trans- 

muted, in order to engage the sentiment and interest of the public, into 

the world of competing symbols, moral values, and constitutional 

principles. Two areas of basic conflict are most prominent in the 

debate. The first considers subsistence to be a dying way of life, a 

primitive, nonfunctional anachronism of rural villages which themselves 

are becoming increasingly marginal in modern times. Facts which are 

used to buttress this perspcctivc include the increasing volume of 

Western goods and wage employment in villages, the state subsidization 

of rural life through social welfare payments and food stamps, improved 

mobility , and the increasing involvement of Native-owned enterprises i:l 

local industry. This position is bnscd on many unwarrantable assump- 

tions about rural economics, patterns of modcrnizotion, the relationsI::;) 

between m:irlrct and non-market economics, and the nutritional, soci.J, 

and cultural products (e.g., social interrelationships and networks) of 

subsistence activities. These ;issumptions arc unwarrantable due to the 

dearth of information on rural economics (subsistence products and 

labor are not cvcn computed into the gross product of the state, even 

though their value may be in the hundreds of millions of dollars) ; they 
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are also unwarrantable because they are based on perceptions of only 

t!ic superficial image of villages, containing amenities such 3s stores, 

cars, and electricity . The assumption then is immediately made that 

these communities are no longer traditional places, nor are their 

economies traditional. 

The second, and equally pervasive, area of conflict is over how 

title to sever wild resources is established. This position asserts that 

common property resources belong to all citizens equally. This position 

denies that any particular rights to sever common property resources 

accrue to any part of society by virtue of long-term custom, tradition, 

or practice; local residency; economy; nutritional need; or any other 

factor. Perhaps the most salient part of this position is that it is used 

only when someone else has access to resources denied to the complain- 

ant. The state has many examples of limited access to those resources 

of greatest value to the state -- land, water, gravel, oil and gas, 

fisheries, anti so 01-l. The use of the principle of equal access to 

common property resources can be read simply as a legal means to 

assert ownership over those resources one has learned to value but 

does not oVJn; it would bc staunchly opposed over any of those 

resources to which one had received paper title. Paper title, rather 

than hundreds or thousands of years of continuous use, becomes the 

validating tool of ownership. 

As a result, there is a serious question in the minds of subsist- 

ence users about the relevancy of government to their direct access to 

the harvest and use of wild rcnc~vablc resources. In particular, the 

users do not feel thrlt the resources arc “being held in common” or, 

given their negative view of wildlife managers, “being held” at all. 
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They do not believe that the legal system of the colonizing society 

creates an appropriate set of rules for their ongoing economic system 

which operates according to different principles and often unseen human 

and material relationships. 

Given this heated polemic, you may easily recognize that there is 

little neutrality or value-free thinking in the subsistence policy in 

Alaska. If one begins to think about the problem, drawing from a 

basis in the discipline of economic anthropology, as modified by the 

particulars of Alaska regions, wild resources, and peoples, one cannot 

avoid some attachment to the ability of rural economies to continue as 

long as they are functional for their participants and as long as these 

participants have no desired or real alternatives. Data on the com- 

plcxity , utility, and centrality of such economic activities are then rela- 

tively easy to organize into coherent depictions for use by decision- 

makers. If, however, the depiction of reality drawn from economic 

anthropology and local data is not shared by decision-makers (that is, 

if they believe in and desire the termination of this way of life), both 

the depiction and the data will be either rejected or distorted. 

Social research, in support of informed decision-making, is 

seriously limited if decision-makers cannot be convinced to broaden 

their world views; without a sharetl world view (that is, what is really 

out there), the ability of findings to stand for themselves or even to be 

considered plausible, pcrsuasivc, and able to be acted upon is severely 

attcnu;:tcd. It has been my expcricnce that findings of fact, if not 

attached to a sympz?hctic world view, will be rejected if they run 

counter to more gcncr,al villucs and vested interests. Social research 

findings appear so deviant from the world view of decision-makers that 
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they are received as romantic mythology provided by advocates, rather 

thrum as data from scientists. While research occasionally led to 

accepted solutions, these solutions were often adopted for the wrong 

reasons; these reasons included public pressure, legal pressure, 

attempts to repcnl the law, or, from time to time, no other user group 

expressing Can interest in that resource. 

Part of ,the difficulty in changing world views in order to better 

implement the law is that the considerable debate establishing the law 

occurred far in advance of the insertion of social research findings and 

theory, to better inform the law writers of the social phenomenon which 

they were attempting to protect. Applying the methods, standards, 

data, findings, and theory of social research after the law has been 

enacted can be very difficult; it results in the lawmakers, the policy 

makers, and the social researchers all taking different directions on a 

single issue. 

What is missing in the Alaska social-political environment is a col- 

lective and coherent understanding of the special forms of social, 

cultural, and economic organization as they appear in non-urban areas 

and their value to local and larger societies. Without such an under- 

standing , the value of social data in modifying public policy is very 

small. 

Supporters of subsistence economics often suggest that, as the 

regulatory bo:~rtf continues to make the incorrect decisions based on at1 

ullalterablc? world view, the true audience for research findings becomes 

the courts who tclld to rccld IIIOW carefully, particularly when the 

research reports follow the logic, anti 1angu:lge of the law. 
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In other words, the law creates a set of empty data cells in a 

particular order and logic ; research then seeks to fill the cells with 

adequate and verifiable data. If the regulatory boards ignore the logic 

or the law, ignore the data or distort them, or do not replace the data 

or the logic with equally well-grounded data and logic, the court will 

not ‘sustain their decision. While this system works well on paper, a 

series of court reversals of regulatory board decisions results only in 

significant attempts to repeal the law. 

Finally, social researchers have tended to take it upon themselves 

to articulate to regulatory boards what the subsistence users need, 

rather than have the users represent themselves. This is due, in 

part, to the foreignness to rural users of the entire wildlife management 

and allocation system, particularly as it becomes more legalistic. How- 

ever, a greater part of the explanation is that rural people, like most 

of the rest of us, do not think of themselves as E,conomic Man; that is, 

they have no reason to cxpluin fhcir rationales to themselves or each 

other ; they might not even view their actions as “economic.” These 

matters remain the basic, unarticulated ingredients of daily life. 

Repeated family practice, group affiliation, and constant socialization 

carry t11c v aluc and the meaning, without resort to economic 

explanation. Thus, when they approach the regulatory boards, they 

say, “V/c need two more moose. We have always taken that many 

moose . Change ihc regulation that says we can’t have those moose. It 

is our sub.;istencc.” In making this request, rural users understand 

that what they arc pursuing is legal access to an entire set of 

arrangements and activities ensuring a continuous flow of goods, 

services, 2Ild other s0ci.A products. They are untroubled by the 
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problem of defining or explaining subsistence. Since it is the Western 

legal system which attempts to regulilte the taking of wild resources, it 

is Western social research which bears the burden of explaining subsist- 

ence ; unfortunately, to this point in the history of Alaska social history 

and policy development, the regulators neither understand, have much 

interest in, nor agree with the world view presented by social 

researchers; To the degree that the regulators can enforce their regu- 

lations on rural people, rur4 subsistence economies are in jeopardy. 
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